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still involving a direct loss, might, nevertheless, be sound
policy, as tending to save us from monopolistic exactions
afterwards. Of course, it would not necessarily be sound
policy even in that case ; for, very often, the threatened firms
would be rich and strong enough to defend themselves without
direct or indirect government aid. Thus List, after he has
argued that, in consequence of foreign aggression, " in a short
time a complex combination of productive powers and of
property becomes lost, which has been created only by the
exertions and endeavours of several generations ", points out
on the same page that, " when the government is unable to
provide any remedy for its (i.e. an export trade's) interruption,
we often see manufacturers continuing to produce at an actual
loss. They want to avert, in expectation of better times, the
irrecoverable injury which they would suffer from, a stoppage
of their works." x Still, the formal validity of the above
extension of List's argument is not in doubt.2
§ 5. Up to this point nothing has been said about the
effects which the cutting down of particular competitive imports
may have upon distribution. The most obvious of these effects
is produced as between the buyers of the commodity, imports
of which are cut down, and the domestic producers of that
commodity. In general these persons will find themselves
able to charge higher prices, and so will, prima facie, make
a gain at the expense of their customers. For most ordinary
commodities this gain is transitory in its nature. The fact
that the producers of a particular commodity are making an
exceptional profit causes other people to come into their
industry and to go on coming till the rate of returns is brought
down again to the common level; whatever addition to price
remains being a consequence of greater real costs of production
per unit, and not carrying with it any addition to average
producers' gains. As a rule, the comparative earning power
of the several factors of production regarded as wholes will
not be appreciably altered. If, however, the competitive
imports consist of a large class of goods in the making of
which some one factor of production plays a predominant
part, things may work out otherwise. Thus, suppose that,
in an industrial country, heavy duties are imposed upon
the generality of agricultural imports. As a result, farming
1 Ibid. p. 298.	2 Of. ante, Chapter VIH, § 3.
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